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Description 

The main failing of switch capacitor networks is the flux currents 

passing through the capacitors while being charged. The proposed 

multilevel inverter overcomes this problem by using a charging 

inductor that charges the employed capacitor easily. The performance 

of the proposed multilevel inverter is described in different functional 

modes. The power losses of the used factors are anatomized. Design 

guidance to find optimal values of unresisting factors is given. 

Comparison is also performed between the proposed multilevel 

inverter and several conventional seven- position inverters. The 

proposed multilevel inverter is dissembled in terrain under grid- tied 

transformer less operation. The experimental prototype confirms the 

correctness of the given propositions and the correct operation of the 

proposed topology. Multilevel inverters show unique features similar 

as lower voltage stress on the bias, lower electromagnetic hindrance 

problems, better harmonious characteristics, and reduced affair sludge 

size. These advantages have made them intriguing results from low to 

high power operations. Among the colorful infrastructures for 

multilevel inverters, Switched capacitor grounded circuits show 

promising specifications in comparison with traditional topologies. 

The nonstop charging and discharging process of the used capacitors 

in an SC grounded multilevel inverter make it doable to induce 

multiple stepped up affair voltage situations. This accomplishment is 

generally attained by a single direct current voltage force. Multi input 

structures, similar as Protruded H Ground multilevel inverters are 

faced up with physical issues and complexity in the control scheme. 

The main idea behind the single source multilevel inverters is to attack 

the demand of several separate inventories. Also, the essential voltage 

boosting property of SC grounded multilevel inverters stands out in 

comparison with conventional neutral point clamped multilevel 

inverters which gain a halved voltage gain factor. They produce 

inharmonious affair voltage in grid connected systems. On this 

account, NPC multilevel inverters need an external boost stage. This 

results in high power viscosity and low effectiveness. Still, NPC 

multilevel inverters are seductive in transformer less grid connected 

systems which are more effective and cost saving than motor 

grounded results. 

 

Grid Current and Deteriorates 

In NPC multilevel inverters, the neutral point of the grid is 

connected directly to the midpoint of the dc source, which is tied with 

the severed dc- link capacitors. This causes a constant common mode 

voltage. Accordingly, the leakage current is reduced. This parasitic 

current injects harmonics into the grid current and deteriorates it. 

According to standard, the leakage current should be kept below 300 

in transformer less grid connected inverters. On this account, serious 

considerations should be taken into account in transformer-less grid- 

tied inverters to control the leakage current. Transformer-less grid- 

tied NPC multilevel inverters have a natural capability in furnishing 

insulation. Still, their voltage step-down nature is a matter of concern. 

Several SC- grounded multilevel inverters have overcome insulation 

issues in transformer-less grid- connected serviceability by using the 

common- ground fashion to exclude the leakage current. This system 

refers to the direct connection of the grid neutral point to the negative 

opposition of the input voltage source. Accordingly, the CMV is fixed, 

and the leakage current is cancelled out completely. Piecemeal from 

the tackle results, several SC grounded multilevel inverters have 

applied control styles to reduce the leakage current below the standard 

value. Another trait of SC- grounded multilevel inverters is their tone 

balance specific. With this property, some SC- grounded multilevel 

inverters are able to fix the voltage across the capacitors. 

This merit makes them distinguished from the Flying Capacitor 

inverters with complicated control schemes over the capacitors. 

Unlike all the positive aspects, SC- grounded multilevel inverters 

substantially suffer the flux currents. These currents appear as a result 

of a direct connection between the capacitors with the input voltage 

source at the switching frequency. They put negative goods on the 

system by damaging the capacitors and reducing their continuance. 

Likewise, they increase the current stress in the power switches, 

performing in high temperatures. One result to break this problem is to 

apply large heatsinks. Still, this causes large volume and weight and 

advanced charges. Taking the below- mentioned issues into account, 

several SC- grounded multilevel inverters have been introduced in 

recent times. In three single phase three position SC grounded 

inverters are introduced. They hold positive features similar as using a 

single dc source, transformer less operation and zero leakage current 

due to their common ground armature. 

 

Series of Switch Capacitor 

The applied capacitors in these structures play the part of a virtual 

dc machine in the negative half cycles. This adds the essential voltage 

opposition regression characteristic to the system. Therefore, the 

robotic connection between the capacitors and the voltage force causes 

the flux currents. Also, the introduced structures cannot boost the 

affair voltage and bear an redundant boost stage in grid tied 

operations. also, two power switches in the introduced type III result 

of this composition stand the voltage stress of two times which isn't a 

suitable point for an inverter with a continuity voltage gain factor. 

More advanced five- position inverters are introduced in terms of 

double voltage gain. They also inverse the voltage innately in negative 

half cycles, have zero leakage current under transformer-less grid- 

connected operation, and hold the tone- balance specific. Still, there's 

still concern about the flux currents. Likewise, there's a high number 

of power switches in the conduction path. It's a negative point since 

causes a reduction in the overall effectiveness. In two capacitors 

contribute to generating a seven position affair voltage with triadic 

voltage gain. Still, they're unstable and need an external control 

scheme to reach an asked position of voltage. To reach this end, two 

redundant boost stages have been used to supply the capacitors and fix 

their voltage by using the spare switching countries. Accordingly, this 
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structure has a sophisticated control scheme. In a single source single 

phase three position common predicated transformer less SC grounded 

inverter is introduced. The presented structure has reduced the current 

stress by using a charging inductor. The low number of factors is also 

a positive point. Therefore, it's a step down topology and its operation 

is limited. In a four- position SC- grounded inverter is introduced in 

which the capacitors are charging in different functional modes, 

leading to having a lower voltage ripple. 

The inrush current has been eased. It also has boosting factor. Still, 

this inverter isn't able of barring the leakage current completely. Also, 

four power diode are used in this structure. The rear recovery point of 

the power diodes increases the power losses. Hence, it'll put 

significant power dispersion. In a seven position single source SC 

grounded inverter is introduced. It's able of generating seven stages of 

the affair voltage using two separated capacitors. The capacitors are 

tone balanced with no need for external voltage detectors. They're also 

able of operating as a step up inverter with voltage gain of 1.5. The 

main debit of this structure is the high magnitude flux currents flowing 

through the capacitors while being charged. The same issue exists in 

the seven position boost type single source SC- grounded inverter 

introduced. In this topology, two capacitors are charged in a balanced 

form to the half of the input voltage source. The serious effect of the 

flux currents is stressed in this structure. There are two power diodes 

in the charging path of the capacitors. The current harpoons affect in 

further power dispersion over the power diodes. A seventeen- position 

single source SC grounded inverter is introduced in with quadruple 

boosting factor. Two series resembling switched capacitor cells, 

conforming of two power switches, one power diode, and one 

capacitor are used to charge the capacitors. Piecemeal from the high 

current harpoons of the capacitors, the multi stage energy rotation 

between the capacitors is a matter of concern in terms of effectiveness. 
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